31. Principle of UFOnautics
In recent years the UFOnauts were trying to tell me something.The fool who
I am couldn’t grasp the idea. But, the logic of absolute geometry intuitively leads to
the concept that the free cosmic flight is based upon the mechanism such that
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The previous equation is absolutely true, for
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and it is even more than true because of
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All this is absolutely justified by the universal system of harmony
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Of course, the problem ends up on the absolute self-reference of geometry
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The ultimate goal is how to replace the jet propulsion principle of flight.
Since long it seems to me that the concept of antigravity is somewhat illogical. Instead,
the above conserves the gravitational framework.
No doubt that the reader has already memorized the two universal energy
formulae:
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Then, what they do exactly mean to UFOnautics?
Whatsoever, the decent readership could be convinced in the absolute truth
of the supeunification theory that provides the new fundamental principles of the
exact natural philosophy. Any doubt that the young generations of nations will be
smarter enough to make practical use of the principles above and elsewhere.
To around up, the Bigbang cosmology asks to be begin with
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and reduced to
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It is two decades ago that we have picked up certain experimental values of
constants and later configured the modern physics as
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Physics reduces to
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and due to the most fundamental logos
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The human chromosome number, 46, fluctuates, but in a most standard and
absolutely calculable way
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Imagine that there were no God’s method of HIs. The method provides the
sole possibility that we will know fundamental principles in the depth of the physical
and biological reality. Those principles are of pure mathematical origin.
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